OUR VISION,
OUR MISSION,
OUR VALUES

Melillo Consulting provides a comprehensive suite of IT solutions and services that help
organizations power their business through technology. We are a team of seasoned IT
pros who know how to create and execute digital business acceleration strategies that
solve your IT problems of today with a visionary approach that arms you for the future.

Transform, Optimize, and Accelerate Your Digital Journey
We you envision your IT with business and technology solutions that catapult your
business forward—all while lowering costs, boosting ROI, minimizing risk, and ensuring
compliance. Our team comes with the highest levels of certifications in the industry—
which, combined with our strategic technology partners, uniquely positions us to craft
customized solutions that power forward-looking innovation.

Our specialties include:

• Cloud: Accelerate app and service delivery with cloud computing across onpremises, public cloud, and hybrid environments
• Infrastructure: Take your business into the future with customized infrastructure
solutions designed to keep you one step ahead
• Security: Build a more robust security posture, improve collaboration, and comply
with evolving regulations
• Data Management: Consolidate, store, manage, and migrate your data to inform
profitable business decisions
• Development: Transform your DevOps practices to accelerate application delivery

Your Strategic IT Partner
Whether you need help with a specific IT challenge or a long-term engagement, we offer
advanced expertise across the entire technology ecosystem. Our professional services
pros will help you plan, design, and deploy new technologies, while our managed services
team will partner with you to fill your internal gaps and maximize your infrastructure. We
also offer 24/7 help desk support to resolve any IT-related issue swiftly and efficiently.
We make it our business to navigate the evolution of technology to help you stay on
top of emerging trends and practices. Over the past three and a half decades, we’ve
learned what works, what doesn’t, and how to evolve with the changing business and IT
landscape. Let us help you achieve your vision for your technology.
At A Glance
Since 1988, Melillo has been helping organizations create and execute digital IT business
acceleration strategies that lower costs, boost ROI, minimize risk, and ensure compliance.
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